Metro - Teaching Cost (Bachelor Degree) vs Base Funding (2017)
Regional - Teaching Cost (Bachelor Degree) vs Base Funding (2017)
VIC - Teaching Cost (Bachelor Degree) vs Base Funding (2017)

Average teaching cost - VIC  
Base funding per EFTSL
Less than 15,000 Domestic Bachelor Students - Teaching Cost (Bachelor Degree) vs Base Funding (2017)
Greater than 25,000 Domestic Bachelor Students - Teaching Cost (Bachelor Degree) vs Base Funding (2017)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Natural & Physical Sciences - Other (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Information Technology (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Architecture and Building (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Environmental Studies (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Agriculture and Related Sciences - Other (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Medical Studies (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Nursing (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Veterinary Studies (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Health - Other (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Education (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Management and Commerce (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Psychology (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Society and Culture - Other (Bachelor Degree)
2017 Cost per EFTSL for all Universities in Sample - Communication and Media Studies (Bachelor Degree)